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8 Vos and Team Make Muscantine Soccer Field of the Year
A safe, healthy stand of turf takes priority at the inviting, eight-field Muscantine Soccer Complex in Iowa. To meet the challenge — and win STMA’s Soccer Field of the Year — Kevin Vos has relied on a dedicated crew and an arsenal of tricks.

12 Thatch Management for Warm-Season Turf
Dr. Gil Landry prescribes moderation. Thatch, in moderation, protects grass plants and creates a softer, safer playing surface for athletes.

14 SUNY Cobleskill’s Turf Equipment Program
Maintaining modern turf equipment isn’t rocket science, but it’s getting close. Qualified mechanics are in short supply, and so are schools equipped to teach the space-age technologies necessary to service the latest computer-guided machinery.

24 Organics Like It Hot — Natural Turf Management, Part 6
Besides year-round disease suppression, organic fertilizers offer other benefits synthetics don’t. Summer is the perfect time to go organic, not only to bring grass through the heat but to harden it off in late fall.
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On the Cover:
Iowa’s Muscantine Soccer Complex kicks off its season as STMA’s 1995-96 Soccer Field of the Year. Photo by: Robin Vos.